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5 LIPON 
a o ~ .  ceremony 

by Juan Beluga 

1. No oom=mi nan 
COND do/nake:OP.NCMP=II.l.PL T 

*lipon um=ayag='ami si osa on 
1ipon.ceremony SP.NCMP=summon=I,l,PL OBJ a LK 

manigammu sin lipon. 2. Amin si.dan 
SP.NCMP:know OBJ 1-.ceremony all DET 

masapul on wadawad=da sin 
necessary=I,3,SG LK all.present=I.3.PL LOC 

payaw on ma='wa=an din 
rice.terrace LK STAT=do/make=NR PO 

lipon. 3. Ad *palti=yon=da 
1ipon.ceremony SEQ butcher=OP,NCMP=II,3,PL 
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THE L- CEREMONY 

nan bolok onno manuk ad ma=gamput 
T pig or chicken SEQ STAT=finish=I,S,SG 

ad ma=lngon ya 
SUB STAT=burn.off.hair/feathers CONJ 

ma=iwa lugi=yan dit *mangwa 
STAT=cut.up begin=RF,NCMP NTS SF,NCMP:do/make 

sin lipon *man=sissiwa onno 
OBJ 1lpon.ceremony SF.NCMP=incantation or 

mang=kalalag an Kabunyan. 
SP.NCMP=pray REF Kabunyan 

1. When we hold a 
lipon ceremony, we 
summon one who knows 
how to perform a 
llpon. 2. As for the 
members of the family 
holding the i?pon, it 
is necessary that they 
all be present at the 
rice terrace where the 
lipon is to be held. 
3. And then they 
butcher a pig or 
chicken; and when it 
has been burned and 
cut up, the performer 
of the lipon begins 
making the 
incantations or 
praying to Kabunyan. 

4 .  Naid pon olgo d=um=atong s i 4. There is to be no 
NEG.EXT AP MOD arrive=SF.NCMP=___ DET person arriving at the 

site of the 1- when 
tagu sin igaw din lipon no they are making the 
person LOC place PO lipon-.ceremony COND incantation, for we 

believe it will have 
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man=sissiwa=da ta 
SP,NCMP=incantation=I,3,PL CONJ 

tuttuwa=om=mi on issa P O ~  
true=OP,NCMP=II,l,PL LK NEG=I,3,SG AP 

ma= ' wa no awad s=um=ug'ung s i 
STAT=do/make COND EXT intrude-SP.NCMP=___ DET 

tagu on sabali . 
person LK different 

5 .  No ma=utu nan isda amin dan 
COND STAT=cook T meat all DET 

ya i=buna=da nan gudwa on 
CONJ IP.NCMP=leftover=II,3.PL T half LK 

uwa=n din mangwa sin 
possession=* PO SF.NCMP:do/make OBJ 

lipon. 6. Sin 
112-on-. ceremony ST -- 

mal=li=lipon i=na igga nan 
SF.NCMP=CONT=lmn.ceremony go=II,3,SG put T 

ulu=n din manuk uud onno dutdut sin andu 
head=* PO chicken hoof or feather LOC long 

on lono onno bulu ya in=igga=na sin 
LK rono or bamboo CONJ OP,CMP=put=II,3,SG LOC 

no effect if an 
outsider intrudes. 

5. *When the meat is 
cooked, all who have 
been present from the 
beginning eat, 
and they set aside 
half (of what is 
killed) for the 
performer of the 
lipon. 6. As for the 
performer of the l i p o ~  
ceremony, she goes 
to place the head of 
the chicken, a hoof. 
or a feather on a long 
(stalk of) rono or 
(piece of) bamboo, and 
she places (them) in 
opposite corners of 
the terrace. 

nan=domang=a suli=n din payaw. 
AJR=opposite=LK corner=* PO rice.terrace 
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Ethnographic and Linguistic Notes on THE L S L C E R E M O N Y  

1. A GpE ceremony is performed at a rice terrace that has had an ldaw 
bird fly across it or a snake go through it. No l&ceremonies are 
performed except at rice terraces. 

& 'butcher' (from Ilk. parti). In this sentence, the GK expression 
would be mansid6, which means to provide the meat, for example, pig or 
chicken, to be eaten with the rice. 

manma sin lipon 'one performing the n The performer of ~JJICOJ~ 

ceremonies, also called mallilipon (see sentence 6 ) .  was a shaman 
(mandadsws). Shamans in Guinaang were older women. When we first went to 
Guinaang, there were a number of older women who were nand* but as the 
years passed, these women died and were not succeeded. As their number 
decreased, the ceremonies they performed also became less frequent. 

sissiw6 'incantations'. The shaman's incantations are for the purpose of 
causing the rice grown in that terrace to be good and abundant. 

5. The participants in the ceremony eat at the granary of the owner of the 
terrace, which often is not far from the terrace where the ihmceremony 
is held. 




